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Material
Fabric: 100% Polyamide PU coated
Mesh: 100% Polyester
Webbing: 100% Polyamide or 100% 
polyester

Weight
1350 g

Features

An equipment vest that is fast 
to adjust to fit you, whatever 
you are wearing. 
*  A wide size adjustment to 

fit small users without ballistic 
protection and large sized users 
with ballistic protection

*  Our new adjustment 
system in the side with string 
makes it easy and fast to 
change the size of the vest 
when you add or remove 
clothing or a ballistic vest

*  Attachment webbing on 
the front and back for  pouches

*  Moveable buckle closure in 
the front

*  2 Large zipped front 
pockets with inside elastic 
compartments

*  Openings for radio wires
*  Padded and adjustable 

shoulders
*  Hydration system 

attachment in the back pocket
*  Inside belt with flexi cuff 

compartment for better weight 
distribution

Black= 18-00546-01

Grey= 18-00546-09

18-00546-09-000     Tactical vest -10
VMT-10/VMT-M-10
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Features on Tactical vest -10
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Padded shoulders with cable 
channels and elastic loops for 
antennas.

I-bars for backpack attachment

Attachment bands on the front, 
shoulders and sides.

Velcro allows you to attach unit 
and individual patches.

Pull the tightener string inside 
the front pocket to make the 
Strap-on sit really tight on your 
body

Zipped front pockets with inside 
elastic compartments

Grab handle

Compartment with hole for a 
hydration system.

Channel for cable ties and a 
row of MOLLE attachment 
points..

Velcro patches attaches to the 
yoke.

I-bars for backpack attachment

The most important part of this 
system is the way it is tightened 
on your body when you put it 
on.
You adjust the band in the side 
once, to make it fit good. Then 
you tighten the string in the side 
pockets. This is the best 
placement as you pull forward, 
which is the easiest.



Adjustable side bands can be used 
to attach additional pouches if 
needed.

Many inside elastic compartments in 
the zipped front pockets, prevents 
all things from lying in a pile in the 
bottom of the pocket.
Attachment loops for a string so you 
can secure the contents in the 
pocket.

Very strong drag handle in the back

Inside belt takes some strain of the 
solderers and has a cable tie 
channel.

With the I-bar you can attach 
a small backpack to the back 
of the vest

The attachment bands on the 
backpack are attached to the I-bar 
on the vest.

I-bars for attachment of a buttpack 
or all-bag. A medical bag can also be attached 

to the I-bars 

Features on Tactical vest -10
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Using the vest with backpacks
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Put the backpack on your knee and 
get what you want or disconnect 
the other shoulder also and place 
the backpack on the ground.

To remove the backpack:
Disconnect the buckle at your waist 
and on one of your shoulders.

Swing the backpack forward

The 120L backpack and buttpack 
can be worn at the same time.
So if you get into a fire fight you 
can dump the 120L backpack and 
still have what you need to survive 
on you.

The buttpack can be attached with 
T-bars to the sides of the vest

Put the padded shoulder straps 
behind the back pillow on the 
backpack.
Pull out the attachment straps on 
the backpack.

The 25L specialist backpack and 
buttpack can be carried together.

Attach the attachment straps in the 
I-bar set on the yoke

Attach the lower side straps from 
the backpack around your waist or 
in the T-bars that you have 
attached to the side of the vest
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Pouches, bags & 

6

21-00298-09-000
GP pouch 3 -12.

21-00167-09-000
GP pouch 2 -12.

23-00420-09-000
Medium Admin 
pouch -12

22-00422-09-000
Speed magazine 
pouch -11.

22-00526-09-000
Grenade pouch -09

21-00168-09-000
GP pouch 3 long -12.

MPAK-06G
3x magazine pouch 
-06

21-00028-09-000
Utility pouch -11

21-00279-09-000
Small pouch -12.

21-00349-09-000
XXS pouch -12.

22-00519-09-000
Dump bag -10

23-00521-09-000
Multi- purpose pouch 
medium -10

23-00508-09-000
Zipped multi- pouch 
-08

28-00427-09-000
All bag -12

28-00271-09-000
Multi- purpose bag 
-12

29-00363-09-000
All pack -12.

29-00027-09-000
25L Specialist 
backpack -11

29-00430-09-000
120L Backpack 
system -12



Attach the T-bar were you want it.
Push one bar through the opening 
in the attachment bands on the vest 

Fold the other bar and push it in 
under the attachment band above 
the first attachment band

Pull it to make sure it is securely 
attached

Put on the minimum of clothing 
and protection you will wear while 
using the vest.
Pull the strings in the pockets as 
tight as possible. Pull out the width 
adjustment bands and tighten them 
while wearing the vest 

Open up the cord lock and 
make the string as long as 
possible (the vest as big as 
possible).
Push in the adjustment bands 
in the back compartment.

Push in the belt.

Put on maximum clothing and 
protection you will wear while using 
the vest.
Make sure it 
The picture shows the vest 
expanded, to be used with 
maximum clothing and protection. 

Once again test so it fits when 
wearing minimum of clothing and 
protection. 

The picture shows the vest with the 
string pulled tight, to be used with 
minimum clothing and protection.

Adjusting the width of the 
Tactical vest -10
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Disassemble the yoke on the vest.
Use a cardboard to make it easier 
to adjust the Velcro closure.

Push the top part of the yoke into 
the front panel.
Adjust the length so the vest will not 
be uncomfortable when you sit 
down.

Push in the ends of the shoulder 
padding into the back compartment.

The shoulder pad is correct. This is what it looks like when 
it is adjusted to fit a tall 
person.

This is what it looks like when it is 
adjusted to fit a short 
The end shall be put into the font 
panel.

This is what it looks like when the 
end is in the correct short position, 
inside the front panel

Pull the carrier pouch to make sure 
that it is securely attached. 

Adjusting the length of the 
Tactical vest -10
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